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The automatic monitor system can be applied to automatic real-time 
monitor and informational management in broadcast transmitting station. 
The main functions of the system are: monitoring transmitter running 
condition by data, table, voice and etc, turning transmitter off and 
turning transmitter on automatically, dealing with fault automatically, 
warning of fault and making a diagnosis. These functions mentioned above 
are conducted through the advanced technology such as e-mail, guard 
monitor, mobile phone message platform, GPS timing. It requires the system 
can work stably under the condition of high-power, mul-frequency, 
strong-jamming. 
This paper mainly does a research on DCS (Distributed Control Systems) 
and PLC, based on the requirement of automatic monitor to broadcast 
transmitting equipment, and completes the main design project. This 
project is “Automatic Control System in Broadcast Transmitting Station 
Based on PLC”. This DCS based on PLC includes: the system frame, hardware 
design, PLC design, communication of PLC in LAN, and the application of 
RCM 2200. This project also aims at solving the strong-jamming, through 
using the design of anti-jamming and improving the system security. The 
research applies the technology in VLAN net-segment partition,in order 
to avoid the appearance of broadcast-storm, make sure the system 
stabilization running. 
To sum up, the study of this project is of great benefit to ease the 
worker’s labor intension, improve work efficiency, decrease the number 
of the workers, manage broadcast and TV equipment scientifically, improve 
running reliability of the equipment, and ensure the broadcast of security 
and high quality. The automatic control system in broadcast transmitting 
station improves the level of informational management, and accomplishes 
















Full Time). The design and enforcement of the automatic monitor and 
control system for broadcasting equipment leads the way for 
automatization of broadcast and TV equipment in Xiamen Media Group 
Transmitting Center. This project can obtain the goal of "Someone stays 
by and unmanned on duty", can generalize the use in most of the broadcast 
and TV transmitting stations. 
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